
I would like to join Sydney Grammar in the hopes that I can learn from the sagacious teachers at

the school and transcend my limits. I am a very confident leader and participate in many

extra-curricular activities. I also have an enthusiasm for learning and a burning curiosity for

knowledge.

I am a very confident leader and participate in many extra-curricular activities involving

cooperation and teamwork. I love the sense of being part of a team and being able to depend on

your friends and teammates. I am good at including everyone in games and I am always there

when friends are in need.

I love learning and I always love finding out new things. It is the sensation when you uncover

something completely new that I love the most. I also like sharing interesting facts with my

friends as I enjoy seeing the look on their faces when there hear about bizarre facts.

I am an excellent problem solver, and I can deal with the problems that arise in our daily life. I

am adaptable in my thinking and can work well in groups. I am always pleased to help people

find solutions in difficult situations and I love solving practical problems.

I believe that if I joined Sydney Grammar I would find my utmost successful path in your school,

and I would reach for the stars in every way possible. In conclusion, I hope that you understand

how much I would fit in at Sydney Grammar after reading writing.
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To wow the readers, you could provide an example of such activities. 
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What books have you read already? Cite examples here. 
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Again, examples or instances would be a good thing to write here. 
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Note:

This is an okay response to the interview questions, Austin. However, it is not enough to say that you have those and these skills. A better way would be to include particular instances of your successes from previous positions that support your talents. Good interview examples highlight your abilities and assist your interviewer in imagining what you may perform at their school. Cite, explain, and tell how can your qualities help the school achieve greater accolades. Continue to write more, Austin!
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